Inclusive two-particle correlations in the central region are investigated in the framework of production and decay of H-quantum, the fire ball with the average constant mass and decay multiplicity. We assume an independent emission of Hcquantum with the distribution localized at the rapidities specified by the velocity quantization hypothesis. The multiperipheral emission is corresponding to the limiting case that the distribution is flat and the maximum number of H-quanta is infinity. We show that the characteristic feature of the velocity quantized and independent emission is the negative short range correlation between H-quanta. As a result, the average charged decay multiplicity (k.)~ is quite consistent with the inclusive two-particle correlations observed at NAL and ISR, while the multiperipheral emission, where there is no correlation between H-quanta, leads to (k,)-;;2.7. §I. Introduction
§I. Introduction
In the multiple productions at high energies fire balln' 2 ) has been one of the main problems in the studies of the excl].lsive phenomena in the cosmic ray jets. In 1961 Hasegawa 2 ) presented the H-quantum, the fire ball (boson) having the average constant mass <M) and multiplicity <k), and its regulations of production and decay. Since then extensive studies 3 ), 4 )-by the Japan-Brasil collaboration have shown that <M)"-'2.5 GeV, pions decaying isotropically with (pT);:;;0.32 GeV /c and <kc);:;; 4 (total <k) = 6) with a sharp distribution. These properties of H-quantum have also been successfully applied 5 ),s) to several tens Ge V / c, in the NAL and ISR regions.
Recent data 7 ) ,B) of inclusive two-particle correlations from NAL and ISR, complementary to the cosmic ray exclusive analyses where grouping and isotropically emitting centers have been observed, have given further support to the H-quantum. Their energy independence, the width and the considerable size for exotic negativenegative particles reflect the characteristic features of H-quantum mentioned above, irrespective of the detailed production and decay mechanisms. 9 )Al) What an Hquantum is a very important problem. Several ideas and underlying philosophy have been discussed. 2 ),a),l 2 )-W Taketani 12 ) has conjectured that H-quantum can be regarded as the terminal point of accumulating (ordinary) boson resonances. We here simply assume that H-quantum is a kind of particle having sharp and definite distributions for its mass and decay multiplicity.
The main concerns here are the production mechanisms of H-quantum and its effects on the inclusive two-particle correlations in the central region. The regulation of H-quantum production found by Hasegawa 2 > is called the velocity quantization or the constant virtuality. Since then the scheme of H-quantum IJ?.Odel has been studied extensively and recently summarized 13 >,ls> with the underlying philosophy and further-outlook. We review here briefly. The velocity quantization hypothesis means that an H-quantum produced has center-of-mass rapidities ( velocities) around the specific values ~;, ~ ± 0.8, ± 2.6, ± 4.4, · · ·. Inclusive single particle distributions in the central region are almost flat due to the decay rapidity distributions from an H-quantum.s>,ls> For_ a given energy the available ~;, are restricted by the phase space I ~.1 <! ln s. As energy increases, the larger ~. become available; hence the maximum and the average numbers of H-quantum increase and the central plateau extends outsides. The constant virtuality means that the square of four-momentum transfer between subsequent H-quanta, t;,, is localized at I t;,l =l'"'-'2 (Ge V / cY. Two forms are essentially equivalent because I t;,l
where M is the mass of H-quantum, Mrv2.5 Ge V. The latter has been' taken into account in the linked heavy particle model.16) Here we make a very simple .assumption that an Hquantum around ~;, is excited independently with a constant and common probability and with a normalized distribution cp;, (r;). r; is the c.m. rapidity of the H-quantum and cp;,(r;) is well localized at r;=~;,.
The characteristic consequence is the strong negative short range correlation in inclusive two-H-quantum production cross section. This is a rather general consequence independent of our simplified treatment, because the velocity quantization and the constant virtuality hypotheses imply that two H-quanta are hardly produced with I r;1-r;2l '"'-'0. The multiperipheral 9 >~m and completely independent emissions 17 > of H-quanta, which are represented in our treatment as the limiting case of flat cp;,(r;) and ~;,-~.:-1 =0, give no correlation between H-quanta. No correlation seems to be characteristic of the zero mass particle emission as seen in the latter model 17 > where an analogy to the bremsstrahlung is used. As a result,.(k.)~4 and (k_)~2 obtained by Nanjo and Tanaka 5 > and by Nagasaki 6 > in the cosmic ray 2 >. 3 > are consistent with the NAL and ISR data, while the multiperipheral emission leads to (k.)-;:::;2.7 and (k_)<1.35.
In § 2 our production mechanisms are presented with the multiperipheral emission or completely independent emission as a limiting case. The rapidity and multiplicity distributions of n's decaying from an H-quantum is described in § 3. In § 4 numerical results of R(y1, y 2) at Y1'"'-'Y2'"'-'0 are presented with the effect of the diffractive mechanism for which we take a simple one. Section 5 is devoted to discussion. § 2. Production cross section of H-quantum
On the basis of the velocity quantization hypothesis of Hasegawa/> we make the production cross sections by simply assuming an independent emission. We consider one-dimensiqnal center-of~mass rapidity space·· assuming only longitudinal motions of H-quanta. At sufficiently high energies we assume that an H-quantum around r; = t;; is excited independently with the constant and common probability p and with the normalized distribution V?i (r;), where r; is .the c.m. rapidity of the H-quantum, and cp; (r;) is assumed to be well localized at r; = t;;. Then we can write the exclusive cross section of l H-quanta produced at r;1, r;2, ···, "f/l> as follows:
where the summation takes all combinations of different i The maximum number L of H-quanta at a given energy is restricted by pbase space; t;L12<! Ins. !Jn is the total cross section of the production mechanism.
From (1) we obtain easily that the l H-quantum production cross section
is a binomial distribution and the average number Of Hquanta <Z) = pL increases with increasing energy because L increases, while p is constant. Inclusive cross sections are obtained by (1):
with <Z(l-1) > =pL(pL-p). The inclusive two-H-quantum correlation Cn(r;1, r;2)
This is negative definite and strong at r;10../r;2• For cp;(r;) we use a Gaussian form with dispersion c, 
L is not an integer, so we make the average procedure between L=2I and L = 2I + 2, where I is the maximum integer less than L/2, i.e., I= [L/2], with probabilities (1-r) and r respectively. r= L/2-I is of course unique. Equation (2) is rewritten as and then the constant central plateau extends outsides. This is only a quantitative expression of the H-quantum model picture so far made. Our production model is certainly oversimplified, but the almost constant spacing of ~; is anyhow consistent with the lns increase of <Z) and L. In general the fastest H-quanta with (/JI+ 1 and cp_1_1 will be affected by the kinematical constraints, two outgoing nucleons or isobars as discussed extensively .by Nanjo and Tanaka. 5 > We will concern ourselves only with the' central region where the contribution of the faster H-quanta will be small. § 3.
Decay properties of H-quantum
The H-quantum will be a very complicated object. 2 >, 3 >' 12 >' 13 > We, however, make the' following simplification; H-quantum is a neutral particle having a mass and multiplicity ,distributions, and after. integration with respect to the mass, the decay momentum distribution of a 7r is independent of the multiplicity distrtbution Dk.
k is the number of n decaying from an H-quantum. The inclusive decay onen-distribution from an H-quantum at r; is given as dDjdy=(k)g(r;, y), where y is the rapidity of n, have obtained a Gaussian distribution with the maximum at the average multiplicity. This is consistent with the charged multiplicity distribution in NAL energy regions and also with cosmic ray data. This distribution gives (k0 2 ) = (k.) 2 + b 2 with (k.) =4 and b=l.8, hence a __ ~1.4. Nagasaki's 6 > form with (k.)=4, w;hich is also consistent with the charged multiplicity distribution, gives a __ ~1.5. Both correspond to k_ max=: 4 of binomial distribution. We will show in the next section that a __ =1.4""1.5, is consistent with correlation data. The multiperipheral emission 9 >,ro> of H-quantum will give a __ ~o.35; hence (k_)<1.35. Dk itself is important for semi-inclusive correlations 9 l,lBl, 2 1l which will be discussed elsewhere. § 4. Inclusive correlations First we give the inclusive cross sections of final 77: produced through the H-quantum mechanisms presented in § § 2 and 3, i.e., non-diffractive mechanisms, which are labelled by suffix· H. Next we take account of diffractive contribution. Its effect on the central region is; however, model dependent. 9 >,10).ID> We will use a simple model and then show the numerical results.
Ignoring the final state interactions of the n's after emitted from H-quanta, we have the following well-known inclusive cross .sections:
(JH d1j
with (n)=(k)(l)=(k)pL and (n(n-1))-(nY=(k(k-1) )pL-(k) 2 p 2 L. y IS the c.m. rapidity of n.
Using (2) and (8) we have (14) because l~±;!}>v'~+ e 2 rvl for i>2, and only P1(y) and P-1CY) contribute at Y1"""'Y 2'""'-'0. This strong negative contributio n is the characteri stic r'esult. For multiperip heral. emission of H-quantum , the limiting procedure of p~o and L~oo in (14) leads to G (y1, y 2 ) =0.
For the effect of the diffractive mechanism we assume here a spimle case that any particle produced diffractive ly dose not reach y = 0. That is, the central region is assumed to be dominated by only non-diffrac tive H-quantum production . There . are some reasons: The asymmetry in each event which might be attributed to the diffractive machanism has been interprete d 3 After the above diffractive correction we finally obtain at We make compariso n With the data 8 J at 205 Ge VI c. With the observed value of f_ (0) = 0.75,
gives P=0.74, where we take e 2 =o 2 12.=114. The numerical results of the R's are summarized in Table. I. The values of a __ =<k_(k_-1))/<k_);;::1. (20) then flattening, discussed in § 2, is consistent with data as seen in Fig. 2 . § 5. Discussion
F(O,O)a H-1=_1_
The production mechanism presented here is a very simple, perhaps oversimplified, phenomenological one to give quantitative estimates for inclusive cross sections, on the basis of the H-quantum model so far studied extensively. The picture 2 '' 3 '' 5 '' 15 ' for inclusive single particle distributions in H-quantum model that drJ I dy increases until the slowest positions ~±I~ ± 0.8 are filled up and then it extends outsides, is quantitatively expressed in agreement with data. This picture is quite different from the multiperipheral or the Regge-Miiller one.
The most characteristic point is the strong negative short ·range correlation between H-quanta. This results in <kc)~4, which has been obtained in cosmic ray analyses 2 '' 3 ' by Nanjo and Tanaka 5 ' and Nagasaki. 6 ' While no correlation between H-quanta in the multiperipheral emission model leads to a light fire ball of (kc)~2:7. Both are consistent with the present data of inclusiv.e two-particle correlations. It seems, however, questionable to us that a fire ball or a cluster having mass of more than 1 Ge V would be produced completely independently with a flat distribution as a photon in bremsstrahlung. To §ee the effect of mass we consider the Muller formula for inclusive one-and two-H-quantum productions; ey drJnl rJdr;"-'gF(r;) F(Y-r;) and ey drJ I rJdr;!drj2"-'g 2 F(r;1) F(r;2 -r}!) F(Y-r;2), where r;1<r;2 are rapidities of H-quanta in lab system. F(r;) is a general kernel. F(r;) ~ea~ for large r; but F(r;) ""'0 for I r;l <LI. Ll may be_estim~ted by considering the threshold of drJnldr;; at the threshold s=s0 =4m 2 cosh 2 (Y0I2),.two nucleons and an H-quantum are produced at rest in c.m., i.e., r;o~ Y0/2. This show-s a negative short range correlation similar to ou_r -case-{4) .---Gosinic ray analyses 3 '' 20 ' for the square of transferred four-momentum would ~o~respond to _ F(r;) having the peak at rj"-'2 and are consistent with the above argument.
The differences between R--, R"" and R+-are determined independently of <k) and <k(k-1) ), but those at Y1"-'Y2"-'0 cannot discriminate the production mechanisms. Semi-inclusive correlations will be better quantities and discussed in a forthcoming paper.
